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Abstract 
This pa.per summarWes work accomplished chiefly d1ll'ing the past five years on ~a.lysis 
of stability related to recent experimental results on c.ombustion instabilities in dump 
combustors. The primary purpose is to proyide the information in a form uSeful to those 
concerned with design and development of operational systems. Thus ~ost substantial 
details a.re omitted and the material is presented in a qualita.tiye fashion. 
A major part of the work at Caltech, Geol'gi~ Tech and the University of Califomia, 
Berkeley, has been supported under the ONR Research Initiative on Pressure Oscillations 
in Ramjets. the remainder being suppotted by AFOSR (Caltech) and by the Air Force 
Aero Propulsion Labotatory (California State University, Sacra.mento). It is convenient to 
begin this summary with a brief resume of recent experitnental work. 
1. Introduction 
Recent experimenta.l programs are summarized more thoroughly in two other papers in 
this report. Although the emphasis here is on analytical methods and results, it is useful to 
begin with a brief resum~ of the observa.tions that have motivated the ana.lyses. The latest 
la.boratory work has been aceomplished chiefly a.t the Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Georgia. 
Tech, Naval Weapons Center and University of California, Berkeley. Resu.lts have been 
obtained oyer broa.d ranges of fuel/air ra.tio, flow rate and frequency. Geometrical cha.nges 
have been investiga.ted, usua.lly with the basic shape of a dump combustor: the primary 
reaction zone is stabilized by the recirculating flow on the leeward side of a rea.:rward facing 
step. Extensive tests have also .been carried out at Georgia. Teeh with premixed flames 
stabilized on wires supported transversely to the flow direction. 
The m.ost striking qualita.tive conclusion of those observations is that unsteady and 
periodic combustion in large vortices shed from the step is a significant contribution to 
excitation and sustenance of unsteady preSSUTe olil(:illations. As one example, Figure 1 is 
a reproduction of shadowgrapht; taken in the Caltech work with a. two-dimensional duct. 
The flow downstream 'Of the step is shown under stable conditions and when significant 
pressure oscillations are present. In the latter case, large vortices are shed periodically 
at the same frequency as the pressure oscillations. One cycle 'of the motion is iIlustra.ted 
in Figure 2 with a trace of the pressure. Smith a.nd Zukoski (1985) have proposed the 
following mechanism. 
A vortex is initiated at the edge of the step at a. time determined partly by the local 
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acoustic::. velocity. The vortex propagates downstream, releasing energy a.t a rate that 
seems to reach maximum when the vortex impinges on the wall. In order for the time 
of impingement to be at a favora.ble time during the acoustic oscillation~ the propagation 
rate and hence strength of the vortex must increase with frequency. Because the vortex 
strength depends on the magnitude of velocity fluctuation initia.ting the motion of the lip, 
it is necessary that the steady amplitude of the acoustic field increase with frequency. That 
behavior is observed. Moreover, num.erical calculations by Hendricks (1986) have shown 
quite similar beha.vior for the unstea.dy flow induced by an abrupt change of velocity put 
a rearward facing step. Figure 3 is a sketch taken froro. Hendrkks' work showing the 
development of a vortex calculated for those conditions. 
Similar observations have been made recently by Schadow et al. (198730, 1987b) a.t the 
Na.va.l Wea.pons Center and by Yu et a.l. (198730, 19S7b, 1988) at Berkeley in axisy:mmetric 
combustors. See also Schadow's pa.per in this collection. Keller et a1. (1982) had previously 
observed vortex: shedding in the turbulent reacting shear la.yer shed from a step. although 
not within the context of investigating combustion insta.bilities. 
Although these flows share certain obvious similarities, the connections ca.nnot 
presently be made quantitative: ea.ch device h3.$ to be trea.ted as a specia.l case. What 
is clea.r frorn these observations is that vortex shedding from bluff bodies is likely a. dom ... 
inant mechanism for combustion instabilities in ra.mjet engines and proba.bly in after-
burners as welL The earliest examples of this phenomenon Were l'eported by Kaskan and 
Noreen (1955) and by Rogers and Marble (1955). Taken a.1I together~ those works illustrate 
why much of the analytical and computational work has taken the course it has in recent 
years. We must emphasize~ however, that the more general forms of apptoximate analysis 
accommodate other mechanisms as well. 
Results of computational fluid mechanics applied to this problem are sUIDmAl'ized by 
Jon elsewhere in this report. We confine ou:r: remarks here to a.nalytical work. In this 
t:ontext, 'computa.tional' means numerical solution to the partia.l differentia.l equations of 
conservation, intended to provide detailed results for a.ll c.haraderistics of the flow field. 
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'Analytkal' implies a broad spect:rum of methods1 ranging ftom heuristic formulations 
giving rough estimates of behavior, to mOl"e-or·less rigorously founded approximate analysis 
involving solution of ordinary (in contrast to partial) differentia.l equations. Ultimately for 
applications in design of actual systems, a combination of computational and ana.lytical 
methods will be required - each approach has its a.dvantages and shortcomings. 
In the ideal (and unattaina.ble) limit, computational results should provide precise 
and complete information. Apart from numerical inaccuracies, which c.an in principle be 
reduced to accepta.ble levels, unc.ertainties will likely always exist in necessa.ry input data 
associa.ted with chemical ptocesses and with turbulent flows. In any event, a numerical 
calculation provides results for one case only. It is inefficient and tedious to use com-
putational methods as a basis for perceiving trends of behavior and understanding the 
qualitative consequences..of design changes. Nevertheless, once a design is fixed, compu-
tational fluid mechanics promises to be a. valuable aid to confirming desired performance. 
Tha.t should reduce the amount of expensive testing. 
On the other hand, beeause computational methods do treat only individual ca.ses, 
they are inconvenient for preliminary design work, investigating parametric changes and 
for planning experiments. Fot those purposes, analytical methods are greatly S'IlperiQt. 
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Successful development of approximate results should also pro'vide simple 'ruJes-of-thumb' 
to guide development work. Because assumptions and approximations are required, the 
accuracy of any a.pproximate analysis is difficult to assess. Only two means are a'Va.ilable: 
comparison with experimental data or comparison with exact (numerical) solutions. Ex-
peritnental data carry their own uncertainties, due both to measurement inaccura.c.ies (not 
always well known) and to uncertainti~ in ancillary data that may be required for the 
comparisons. Additionally, at the present time deta.iled results are scare: often only global 
information is available, insufficient for persuasive confirmation of predictions. 
Comparison with computational results is the most satisfactory way to check the 
validity of approximate analysis. A ma.jor difficulty in doing so is ensuring that the same 
problem realJy is being solved by the two methods. That concern arises because some of 
the physical processes - notably boundary conditions - may not be represented in the 
sune fashion in the two approaches. The strategy has been folJowed with some success in 
applications to com.bustion instabilities in solid rockets, hut not yet for ran:tiets for which 
it is more difficult to carry out this procedure. 
2. General Remarks on Approximate Analysis 
All forms of approximate analysis of combustion instabilities amount to extensions of 
ideas developed in classical acoustics. Indeed, the "ie~ generally taken is that the organized 
unsteady motions in combustion chambers (in contra:st to turbulence) may be regarded 
as classical acoustic motions with perturbations due to combustion processes, mean flow 
and influenc.es of the boundaries, such as the inlet diffuser and the exhaust nozzle. In its 
most elementary form, this approach then furnishes estimates of the frequencies and mode 
shapes, of observed steady oscillations. Quite satisfactory results can usually be obtained 
with remarkably little effort. The values of the frequencies ate usually dominated by the 
geometry of the chamber, although significant shifts may be due to the inlet and exhaust 
apparatus. Thus in first approxima.tion, frequencies and modes may be Galculated for 
the same geometry as the actual chamber but with all influences of flow and combustion 
ignored. This leads, for example, to the c.onclusion that the frequencies are proportional to 
the speed of sound divided by a characteristic length /.; / ,..,; 'iiI I.. That is a basic sca.ling law: 
frequencies of combustion instabilities decrease with increased size and increase with higher 
temperature. Moreover, the mode shapes of instabilities may also be crudely assessed on 
this basis. Fot example, one may gain some idea. of the regions where velocity Md pressure 
fluctuations ar~ large. Velocities tend usually to be larger and pressures smaller near the 
boundary. 
No such simple method supplies estimates of stability. The reason is that stability 
depends on the relative strength of processes whose effects ate sma.lI compared with those 
governing the classical motions. In the iatter case conservation of mass and momentum are 
the governing principles. Stability On the other hand is controlled by rather more detailed 
matters affecting the rates at which energy is supplied. to or extracted from the motions. 
The dominant destabilizing 'processes in combustion instabilities are associated with the 
energy released by burning reactants. Direct conversion of heat released to mechanical 
energy oC the unsteady motions may occurj or the transfer may be associated with coupling 
between the mea.n flow (itself due to combustion) and the osc.ilIations. Importa.nt losses 
may be due to viscous effects, at the boundaries or interfaces between the gases and 
condensed material, and acoustic energy Jnay be radiated through the open portiol1$ of 
the boundary. It is a fundamental characteristic that however significant and large those 
processes may appear to the sta.bility of motions, their influences on the frequencies and 
mode sha.pes are secondary in most practica.l situations. They may therefore in that sense 
be treated as perturbatiol1$. That is not to say that the accompanying ,shifts of frequencies 
or distortions of mode shapes are necessarily unmeasurable. The main point is that this 
yiew is a fruitful lStartlng point for approximate analysis. 
Similar remarks apply to nonlinear behavior. Viewed in the general context of the 
theory of classical mechanical systems, combustion instabilities are "self-excited" motions. 
That is, to an external obseryer, the motions appear to grow "out of the noise" with 
no external influence. Thus the system is truly unstable linearly, such a motion grows 
~ponential in time and will reach a limi.ting form only if Some sort of nonlinear' process j's 
active. As for the processes responsible tor the linear instability: experience has established 
that nonlinear effects may be tre,ated as pertubations. ' " . 
Another feature of combustion instabilities allow5 one to analyze their behavior Quite 
independently of the intended steady performance of the combustion system. The funda-
menta.l reason is tha.t even the most severe unsteady motions require an amount of energy 
utterly negligible compared with that furnished by the continuous combustion of the re-
actants. Totally unacceptable - i.e. destructive - amplitudes ca.n be generated with 
essentially no effect on, for example, the thrust of a propulsion system. Thus the unsteady 
motions have essentially no influence on the steady flow which may therefore be assumed 
known for the purposes of approximate analy~is. 
Even with the preceding observations, One should still wonder why the organized OT 
colledive motions we call 'acoustic' seem to be so well defiried in combustion chambers 
containing obviously large amounts, of iiuctuations such as noise and turbulence. A- funda-
mental reason for this result flows from early work by Chu ~n~ Kovasznay (1957) ca.rried 
out in a different connection. Following earlier work by Kova.s~nay {1953}, they showed 
that in genera.l, a. small unsteady disturbance in a compressible fluid may be synthesized 
of three contributions: a.n acoustic motion carrying pressure and velocity but no entropy 
fluctuations; a viscous waYe having velocity and entropy but no pressure fluctuations; and 
an entropy or tempera~ure wave also having ~o velocity and pressure fluctuations. The 
last is iI.Jl example of convective waves. There are of course nonlinear interactions between 
the three sorts of waves, but this result provides a theoretical basis for anticipaiing that 
acoustic waYes might be usefully considered without regard for many of the other apparent 
complications in a general flow. 
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3. Mechanisms of Instabilities 
An approximate analysis based on the ideas discussed in the introduction wlll provide 
a framework in which the stability of unsteady motions can be studied. The analysis is 
grounded in classical acoustics, so the gas dynamics is accounted for in some approxima-
tion. Other contributing processes require additional considerations. These are associated 
broadly with the five pieces of the complete problem: 
i.) the exhaust n02:z1ej 
ii.) the inlet diffuser; 
iii.) the mean flow field; 
iv.) liquid/gas interactions; 
v.) mechanisms for instabilities. 
We concentrate here on the last, which is not entiIely independent of the first four but it is 
convenient for the present discussion to introduce this arbitrary dassification. Because an 
extended survey of all these matters has recently been prepared for liquid-fueled propulsion 
systems [Culick (1988)] the following remarks are much abbreviated. 
The behavior oC the exhaust nozzle has long been studied for small amplitude motions 
[Tsien (1952); Crocco and Cheng (1956); Crocco and Sirignano (1967)]. For the case of 
longitudinal motions, in which the velocity fiuctuations are parallel to the axis, the noztle 
tends to attenuate the waves. It is essentially a c.omplicated radiative process, associated 
with interactions between the acoustical motions and the strong gradients of mean flow 
properties in the convergent section. AS a result, the nozzle does not act simply as an open 
hoJe, but rather causes energy losses at a rate proportional to the Mach number and area. 
at the entrance. 
Within the inlet, a system of shock waves exists to provide the mass Sow and stagna-
tion conditions demanded by the conditions set in the combuStion chamber and exhaust 
nozzle. Under normal operating co~ditions the shocks are located downstream of the geo-
metric throat in the expanding supersonic flow. The position of the shock depends chiefly 
on the stagnation pressure in the combustion chamber; increasing the stagnation pressure 
causes the shocks to move upstream where the Mach number and therefore loss of stag-
nation pressure are less. It is this sensitivity of the flow in the inlet to pressure changes 
downstream. that has caused longitudinal oscillations to be such a serious concern in ramjet 
engines. In the late 1970's [Hall (1978, 1990)j Rogers (1980a, 19S0b)J first qualitative and 
later limited qu~ntitativ~ relations were established between the amplitudes of pressure 
oscillations and the loss of dynamic pressure margin. . 
Since these early works, extensive tests by Sajhen and co-workers [Chen, Sajben and 
Kroutil (1979)j Sajhen, Bogar and KroutH (1984)i Bogar, Sajben and KroutH (1983a, 
1983b)] ha.ve shown that the unsteady behavior is greatly more complicated due to flow 
separation a.nd instability of shear layers. High speed schlieren pictures [see also Schadowet 
aI. (1981)J have shown large shock oscillations as well as the formation of vortex structures. 
Although computations based in the one-dimensional approximation to flow in the diffuser 
ICulick and Rogers (1983); Yang (1984); Yang and Gulick (1984, 1985,.1986)] are useful 
and seem to capture some of the dominant features of the ·behavior, it is quite clear that 
the true motions can be sUnul",ted well only by numerical ~alysis based on the Navier-
Stokes equations for two-or three-dimensional flows [Hsieh, Wardlaw and Coakley (1984); 
Hsieh and Coakley (1987); and references cited there]. 
There is evidence that under some conditions inlets exhibit selr-excited Or 'natural' 
oscillations. Energy is transferre.d from the mean flow to the fluctuations associated at 
least partly with separated flow. Although a one-dimensional calc.ulation [Culick and 
Rogers (1983)] and an approximation to some of Sajben's data by Waugh et al. (1983, 
Appendix D) suggest the possibility that the inlet may drive combustion instabilities, 
there is no firm evidence from tests with combustors that those conclusions hold. Most 
experimental results strongly suggest that the major source of driving unst~ble motions is 
likely associated with processes in the combustion chamber. Nevertheless, because the flow 
from the inlet is the initial state for Bow in the chamber, it is fundamentally important 
that processes in the inlet be well-understood. 
So ra.r as the computation of stability or motions in the combustion chamber are 
concerned, it is often convenient to represent the effects of both the exhaust nozzle and 
inlet diffuser as boundary conditions. However, because the 'Volume of the inlet duet 
is latge, the influence on the characteristics of the modes observed (both frequency and 
mode shape) is usually significant and must be treated with care, as some examples given 
in Section 5 wilt illustrate. 
The mean flow field in a :ranijet is not simple because flow separation at the dump 
plane is an essential feature. Full numerical c.alcula.tions should provide the necessary in-
formation (see the results discussed by Jou in this report). For approximate analysis of 
stability, simpler representations seem to work fairly well, although the subject stilJ de-
mands attention. One approac.h to computing the field in two-dimensional configurations 
has been pursued by Yang (1984) and Yang and Culick (1983, 1984a, 19S4b). The ma-
jor a.5I5ulllptions are that the vorticity is uniform within the recirculation ~one and that 
combustion occurs in an infinitesimally thin flame front. Although some success has been 
achieved, the analysis has not peen extended to axisymmetric flows. 
Liquid/gas interactions includes the entire spectrum of processes connecting the in~ 
jection of liquid fuel to the combustion of ga.seous reactants. A possible major cause of 
combustion instabilities is the unsteady vaporization cmd burning of fuel drops or, more 
generally, fuel sprays in which interactions among the drops themselves are not necessary 
negUgible. Despite the considerabJe body of work on this subject, primarily for application 
to liquid rockets [see Ha,rrje and Reardon (1972) and Culick (1988)] relatively little has 
been done to account for situations peculiar to famjet combustors. There is no general 
theory useful for incorporation in an approximate analysis. Bowman, Law and Sirignano 
furnish a brief description of recent experimental and the.oretical work in another paper in 
this 'Volume. An important matter yet to be addressed is the distribution of fuel/oxider ra-
tio Over the inlet plane to a. dump combustor, information which is essential to a complete 
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theory of combustion instabilities .. 
The primary mechanisms for instabilities in liquid-fueled systems have been reviewed 
in the recent AGARD paper cited above (Culicle (1988)}. For ramjets, it appears that there 
a:re three possible dominant causes: atomization, vaporization and combustion of liquid 
fuel; periodic. shedding and combustion in large vortices; and convective waves. In the past,-
widespread use has been made of an idea suggested first by Karman, but developed chiefly 
by Crocco and his co-workers to, interpret the stability of oscillations in terms of a time 
lag (1") and a "pressure intetaction index" (n), the "n - T model". While that approach 
provides a convenient framework ror representing the coupling between unsteady motions 
and destabilizing processes, it does not constitute a basis for identifying the true physical 
mechanisms for instabilities. It has been particularly useful for correlating data collected 
for the development of liquid rockets [Harrje and Reardon (1972)] and, as' discu.s:sed below, 
has more recently been used by Reardon to interpret one extensive series of laboratory 
tests with ramjet combustors. We confine our brief comments here to the two remaining 
mechanisms: convective waves and vortex shedding. The following material has been taken 
from Culick (t9S8) with only minor revision. 
3.1 C.onvective Waves 
The ana.lysis by Chu and Kovasznay cited earlier demonsbated the independence 
of acoustic, viscous, and entropy waves for small disturbances within a Volume. How-
ever, both viscous effects and nonuniform entropy may affect the acoustic field indirectly 
through processes at the boundaries. We examine here the possible influences of entropy 
iluctuations. These faU within the general class of convective waves, that is, disturbances 
that are ca.rried with the mean flow: their propagation speed is the average flow speed. 
Entropy fluctuations are associated with the portion of temperature fluctuations not re-
lated isentropicaUy to the pressure fluctuation, such as non-uniformities of temperature 
due, for example, to combustion of a mixture ha.ving non-uniformities in the fuel/OXidizer 
ratio. In general, an entropy wave may be regarded as a nonu~iformity of temperature 
carried with the mean flow. 
Aa shown by Chu (1953) pressure waves incident upon a plane flame will cause gener-
ation of entropy waVes carried downstream in the flow of combustion products. Thus one 
should expect that when combustion instabilities occur, there must be ample opportunity 
for the production of entropy 6uctua.tions. That process haa negligible effect directly on 
stability (the coupling between acoustic and entropy waves is second order within the vol-
ume) but there has long been interest in the possible consequences of entropy waves for 
the following reasoQ.. 
When an entropy wave is incident upon the exhaust nozzle, it must pass through a 
region containing large gradients or mean flow properties. A fluid element must retain its 
value of entropy and for this condition to be satisfied, the pressure and density fluctuations 
cannot be related by the familiar isentropic relation, op "'" "lOp. As a. result, within the 
nozzle pressure changes are produced that will generate an acoustic wave that will prop-
agate upstream. Thus, an entropy wave incident upon an exhaust nozzle. ean produce an 
acoustic wave in the chamber; augmenting the acoustic field due to other sources. 
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An artifical elementary example will illustrate the proposition. Consider a chamber 
admitting uniform constant mean flow at the head end, sa.y' through a choked porous 
platej the flow erltausts t.hrough a choked nozzle (Figure 4). Suppose that at the hea.d 
end a heater is p)a.ced, arranged so that its temperature ean be varied periodically, with 
frequency w. This action produees a continuous temperature or entropy wave convected 
with the flow. An experimental realiza.tion of this situation has been described by Zukoski 
and Auerbach (1976). We assume no losses within the flow,'so' a fluid element retains its 
entropy; small perturbations s' of the entropy satisfy the equation 
as' as' 
at +iZ 8z = 0 
Ir S is the amplitude of the fluctuation at the heater (z = 0), the solution fOT 8' is 
8' = Se-~(t--4 
(1) 
(2) 
To simplify the calculations. assume that the flow speed is vanishingly smaU so that 
we may ignore its effect on acoustic waves. Then the a.coustic pressure and velocity fields 
can be expressed as sums of rightward and leftward traveling plane wa.ve.s~ 
pi = [p +eikz + P _e-1kz] e-it..ft 
.. u' = [U+eik:!: + u_e-l.h1J] e-iwt (3)o..b 
As usual, the complex wa.venumber is k = (w - ia.}/a. where a is the average speed of 
$ound. The acoustic pressure and velocity must in the problem satisfy the classica.l acoustic 
momentum equation, 
(4) 
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Separate substitution of the forms for the rightward and leftward traveling waves shows 
that rJ,±, p;J; are related by 
(5) 
ASSUllle that the head end acts as a perfect reflector for the acoustic waves, so 
u' = 0 
op' 
0% =0 (z~O) (6) 
In a real case (e.g. if the heater were actually a flallle) the pressure fluduations Would 
cause fluctuations of entropy at the head end. To represent this effect, s~t $' proportional 
to pi at z = 0: 
(z == 0) (7) 
Tsien (1952), Crocco (1953) and Crocco and Chang (1956) have shown that the bounda.ry 
condition at t.he nozzle ent'rance tl\ay be written in the form 
(z=L) (8) 
We may now show that the problem formulated here admits solutions representing 
steady acoustic oscillations in the chamber, whose stability depends on the values of the 
coefficients Ao, A l , A2 • We elimina.te the unknown amplitudos S, P'h P_ and obtain a 
characteristic equation for the complex wavenum.ber k, by satisfying the boundary condi-
tions (5)-(8). Substitute equations (3) and (5) into (6) to find 
(9) 
With (2) and (S)al the condition (7) is satisfied if 
(10) 
Finally, substitution of (2), (3)a.6 and (10) in (8) gives 
[( 1 + Al)eih l:. + AoA2'/'ij' 1:. ]p+ + [(1- A1)e-ilc:t + AoA2i~L ]p_ := 0 (n) 
With P _ ;::;: P + {rom (9) we have the characteristic equation 
e
i2kL 
= (I ~~l) [1- Ai + 2AoA 2 i(h+*).r.] (12) 
Generally Ao, At, A2 are complex numbers. The real and imaginary parts of (12) 
provide transcendental equations for the real and imaginary parts (w/a, fila) of k. The 
solutions are unstable if a > 0, corresponding to self-excited waves. Note that in the 
limiting case of no entropy.fiuctuations (Ao = 0) and a rigid wall (Ai -t 00) at z == L, (12) 
reduces to ei2k:r.. = + 1 or cos 2kL == 1 and sin 2kL := O. Then k == n'f' / L and the allowable 
wavelengths are ~ = 2tr/k = 2L/n, the correct values for a tube closed at both ends. 
This example suggests the possibility for producing instabilities if entropy waves are 
generated and if those waves interact with the boundary in such a way as to produce 
acoustic disturbances. It is in. fact a genuine possibility that has been conSidered both in 
laboratory tests and as an explana.tion of instabilities observed in actual engines. The dif-
ficultie~ in applying this jdea are largely associated with treating the processes responsible 
for causing the entropy waves. 
In a combustion chamber, possible sources of entropy fluctuations may be distributed 
throughout the chamber. Burning of non-uniform regions of fuel/oxidi7ier ratio and· in-
teractions of pressure distributions with combustion zones are important causes, both 
producing non-isentropic tempera.ture Buctuations. Thus in general the property that in 
inviscid How free of sources an element of fluid has constant entropy, is inadequate. A 
proper desetiption of entropy waves should be placed in the broader cont~t accounting 
also for convective waves of vorticity as worked out first by Chu and Kovasznay (1957), 
The sort of approximate calculation described above can be carried out equally well 
for vorticity: just replace the entropy fluctuation by the vorticity fluctuation. That is the 
gist of a simplified model discussed by Jon elsewhere in this report. 
Those computations have produced two main results: they confirm the view that 
convective waves constitute a possible mechanism for instabilities; and they show that 
the ·frequencies of coupled acoustic/convective wa.ve modes can he Significantly different 
from those ·of perturbed classical acoustic modes, Some of the numerical results and some 
experimental tests as well, have shown peaks in power spectral densities that apparently 
are not related to excitation of classical modes. Those observations strongly suggest that 
convective waves participate in some combustion instabilities, although incontrovertible 
proof has not been given. 
Waugh treated two models of Instabilities associated with entropy waves {Waugh et 
ai. (1988); Waugh and Brown (1984.)). ·In one model, the source of entropy lluctuations 
was concentrated at a single axial loeation, and in the second, several conc.entrated sources 
were used. The calculations required are modest extensions of the exa.mple given in Section 
3.3. Ac.cording to those resuUst distributed combustion tends to be more stable than 
c.oncentr~ted combustion when the chief mechanism for instability is the convected entropy 
wave. 
In a work intended to investigate the stability of unsteady motions with combustion 
in a dump combustor, Humphrey and Culick (1986, 1987a, 1987h) used the results worked 
ou~ by Chu (1953) for the. unsteady behavior of a plane flame~ The upstream boundary 
condition at the inlet was set with the one-dimensiona.l analysis of the shock response 
ICulick ~nd Rogers (1983)]. Those works.once again established the (lxiStence of co~pled 
acoustic/entropy modes that do not reduce to classical modes whim the entrop¥ ftuctua:-
tiona vanish: they arise in addition to the classical modes which themselves a.re of course 
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slightly modified when entropy fluctuations are present. 
Prom.pted by high speed films of the unsteady fiow in a. dump combustor [Davis 
(1981»), Abouseif, Keklak and Toong (1984) postulated that the instabilities were due 
to coupling between entropy waves and acoustic waves. The basic model was essentially 
that described above. Periodic shedding of hot spots from the recirculation 20ne near the 
dump plane wu interpreted as a consequence of periodic heat release causing oscillations 
of temperature. Predictions of the frequency were about 10 per cent below the observed 
values. The authors speculated that the difference may be due to their assumption that 
the combustion zone - and hence the source of entropy waves - was concentrated at the 
dump plane. Apparently no effort was made to model a distributed combustion zone and 
no comparison was made between those coupled modes and classical acoustic modes that 
could be excited directly by interaction with shed vortices. The stability of the modes was 
calculated (i.e. values of the growth constant) but data. was not availa.ble for comparison. 
Waugh and Brown (1984) also applied their analysis of acoustics with convective 
waves to Davists data. They noted that Abousseif et a.!. had used an incorrect boundary 
condition at the nozzle. The corrected calculations produced frequencies quite dose to 
those observed, and the mode shapes as 'well showed better agreement with test results. 
3.2 Vortex Shedding and Combustion Instabilities 
The presence of swirling. spinning or vortex motions in propulsion systems has long 
been recogni!led as a serious problem. They fall broadly into two classes: those with angular 
momentum directed along the axis. usually (if the rocket itself isn't spinning) related to 
standing or spinning transverse acoustic modes of the cha.mber; . and those having angular 
momentum mainly perpendicula.r to the axis, associated with vortex shedding from bluff 
bodies or rearward facing steps. 
Motions identified as forms of transverse or tangential modes do not normally qualify 
as mechanisms: they are themselves the combustion insta.bility. Here we ate concerned 
with vortex motions growing in unstable shear layers. Those Vortices, now commonly 
called "large coherent structures)! [Brown and Roshko (1974}1 are convected downstream at 
approxima.tely the average speed of the two streams rOrIning the shear la.yer. In propulsion 
systems, the shear layers in question are generally formed in flow past bluff body flame 
holdets (in thrust augmentors) or past rearward facing steps (in ramjet ~ngines). 
Observations of vortex shedding from flameholders, and recognition of the importance 
of this process as a possible mechanism for combustion instabilities were first independently 
reported by Kaskan and Noreen (1956) and by Rogers (1954) and Rogers and Marble 
(1956). Both experiments used premixed gaseous fuel and air flowing past a flameholder 
in a rectangular channel. However, the particular me~hanism.s proposed were very ~ifferent. 
Figures 5 and 6 taken respectively from Kaskan and Noreen (1955) and Rogers a.nd Marble 
(1956) dearly show the vortex shedding. 
Motivated partly by ea.rlier observations of Blackshear (1953) and Putnam and Dennis 
(1953)~ Kaska.n and Noreen speCUlated that stretching of the flame front accompanying 
Figure 5 
Figure 6 
roll-up in the vortex causes a pressure disturbance. P~rjodic disturbances generated by 
periodic vortex shedding may then sustain either transverse or longitudinal acoustic fields. 
(The observed both in their tests.) As a quantitative basis for interpreting their results 
they modified a theoretical relation derived by Chu'(1953) for plane flames. Although they 
had modest success com"pa.ring their reasoning with their da.ta, Kaskan and Noreen did not 
provide a complete explanation of the closed-loop :process required to generate self-excited 
oscillations. This mechanism has not subsequently received muc.h notice as a cause for 
combustion instabilities, although the idea has recently been revived in connection with 
work on ramjet combustion. [Ragde et, al. (1986, 1987, 1988); Reuter et al. (1988)]. 
Rogers and Marble gave detailed reasoning to support their idea that delayed periodk 
combustion in shed vortices generates periodic pressure pulses tbat serve as sources of the 
acoustic field (transverse in their tests). The fluctuating velocit.y of the acoustic field 
itself initia.tes the vortex shedding, thereby closing the loop. "Rogers and Marble drew on 
eClI"lier data for the ignition delay in flow past bluff bodies (Zukoski and Marble (1955)] to 
demonstrate that vortex combustion could in fact occur in proper phase to support the 
acoustic vibra.tions. 
During the past, six years, the idea t.ha.t vortex shedding is a don:nnant factor in 
mechanisms "for many combustion insta.bilities "has gained growing support. Practically all 
of the work has been motivated by probiems of longitudinal oscIllations in ramjet engines. 
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Even though the frequencies are substantially lower than those of the oscillations treated 
by Rogers and Marble, the essentials of the idea seem to hold true. 
The problem of longitudinal oseilIations in small rall\iet engines was apparently first 
recognized by Hall (1978). Rogers (1980a, 1980b) gave thorough summaries oithe available 
experimental work. Those reports served as the basis for an early analysis of the problQIn 
by Culiek and Rogers (1983); ~hat work did not include a satisfa.etory mechanism. Concur-
rently, Byrne (1981, 19S3) proposed that vortex shedding in a du.rnp combustor appeared 
to be a Ukely cause of the observed inStabilities. Apparently unaware of the earlier work 
by Rogers and Marble on 'transverse oscillations, he based his argument on known remIts 
for cold jet flows. 
Since the early 1980's a great deal of attention has been given to the role of vortex 
shedding in dump cOlllbllStors, both in cold flow and in laboratory combustion tests le.g. 
Keller et al. (1982); Smith and Zukoski (19S5)i Biron et aJ. (1986a, 1986b); SchadOW' et 
801. (1987); Sterling and Zukoski (19S7); Poinsot et 301. (1987); Yu et at (1987)]. There is 
little doubt now that indeed the coupling between periodic energy released bY'combustion 
in shed vortices and the acoustic field is the dominant mechanism in dump combustors, 
Extensive experimental wOl'k on.vertex shedding in shear layers and jets at room. tem-
perature has provided a fairly complete pictUre of the fon:nation of vortices; vortex pairing; 
and the general features of the Bow without heat addition. Tests in various configurations, 
including those appropriate to ramjets {e.g. Flandro et a1. (1912); CuUck and Magiawala 
(1979); Dunlap and Brown (1981)j Brown et a1. (1981, 1983, 1985) j Sc;hadow et al. (1984») 
establwhed the ability of shed vortices to drive acoustic resonances over a broad range of 
flow conditions. The works cited above have extended that conclusion to flow with large 
heat addition accompanying combustion under drcllmstancE!.s simulating those found in 
actual ramjet engines. 
The obvious qualitative importance of combustion in large vortices has prompt.ed 
several recent analytic.al investigations of the process. Broadly the idea. is that the shear 
layer is formed at the edge of a bluff' body, the high speed stream consisting of an unburnt 
mixture of reactants; the low speed stream is composed largely of hot combustion products 
forming the recirculation zone behind the body. As Smith and Zukoski (1985) and Sterling 
and Zukoski (198'1) have shown, the shear layer exhibits widely varying degrees of stability 
depending on the operating conditions. We are concerned here with cases when the layer 
is highly unstable, a situation encouraged by the action of the acoustic velocity forcing 
oscillations of the layer at the lip. Large vOl'tices may then rapidly form, entraining unburnt 
mixture on one side of an interface, with the combustion products on the other side. A 
flame is initiated a1). the interface and the quest~on to be answered is: how does the rate 
of combustion, and therefore heat release, vary as the vortex rolls up and propagates 
downstream? 
Marble (1985) treated an ideali~ed case of a. diffusion flame initiated along a horizontal 
pla.ne when simultaneously the velocity field of a line vortex is imposed along an axis 41 the 
interface. Elements of flame initially in the interface are caused to execute circular motions 
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and are stretched by the ym:te.x field, causing an increase in the rate at which reactants 
are consUDled. The expanding core contains combustion products but as the vortex roll-up 
continues, the rate of consumption always remains greater than that for flame in the fiat 
interface having the same length as that in the l'olled-up vortex. Karagozian and Marble 
(1986) carried out a similar analysis accounting for the infiuenee of stretching along the axis 
of the vortex. They found that, following a transient period during whlt:h the eore grows 
to its asymptotic form, the augmented consumption r~te is unaffected by axial, stretching. 
In those cases the rate of heat release reached a constant value monotonically: there is no 
distinguished period of pulsed combustion as required for the mechanism for instability 
described above. 
More recently, Lave.rdant and Candel (IQ87, 1988) have treated both diffusion and . 
premixed lames in the presence of vortex motion with finite chemical kinetics. Their 
analysis is entirely numerical giving good a.greement with those of Karagozian and Marble 
and Karagozian and Manda (1986) for a. vortex pair. 
Norton (1983) also analyzed the intluence of finite chemical kinetics in the problem 
posed and solved by Marble' (1985) who had assumed infinite reaction rates. Under some 
conditions, the heat release rate shows a modest peak in time. However, neither his results, 
nor those of Lavetdant and Candel, suggest the sort of time deJay to pulsed combustion 
one might like to see to complete the picture. 
No work has been accomplished to determine whether or not the augmented reaction 
l"ates found in the analysis are sufficient to explain the mechanism of instabilities driven 
by vortex comPustion. On the other hand, the experimental results reported by Smith 
and Zukoski (1986), Sterling and Zukoski (1987), an9. Yu et al. (1987) show vividly and 
beyond doubt that unsteady combustion asSociated with vorte:lC motions is a vigorous 
source indeed. 
Although most experimental work related to vortex shedding in rallljets has been done 
with two-dimensiona.l or coaxial configurations, the phenomenon has also been found in 
side-dump combustors. Stun et a1. (1983) have reported early work with the geometry and 
Nosseir and Behar (1986) have examined similar cases in a small scale. More extensive 
results with full-scale hardware were discussed by Zetterstom and Sjoblum (1986) who 
investigate eonfiguration having two or four inlets. Visualization in a water tunnel revealed 
the presence of yortex shedding. InstabiUties in the operating engines were avoided by 
modifying the fuel injection'systems in such a. fashion as to minimize combustion within 
the vortices. Tha.t's an important practical tesult clearly supporting the general picture 
of vortex shedding as a. dominant m.echanism. 
The essential ideas -of vortex combustion as a mechanism for driving instahilities can 
be easily incorporated in the approximate a.nalysis described in Section 5. There is ample 
evidence that large vortices in cold flow can sustain resonances in a duct; Flandro (1986) 
has shown one mean& of ha.~dling the process analytically based on direct fluid mechanical 
coupling between vortical and acoustic motions. See also Aaron and Culick (1985) for an 
elem.entary model of coupling associated in the impingement of a vortex on an obstacle. 
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Tests with ~o:m.bustors have shown, however, that the amplitudes of oscillation are sub-
stantially greater when burning occurs. That result is most likely due to the unsteady 
energy release. We t.herefore assume that this is the main source of driving. This appears 
as a Corcing function in the equation for the time dependent amplitude 'In.. of the nth 
mode. If only this energy SOUrce Q' is retained, the equation is that for a forced harmonic 
oscillatol' , 
d2 tln. 2 "'(- 1 /.,. aQ' 
d,t2 + wn.'1n. = pE'!,. 'f'n. at dV (13) 
where .,pn is the 8p~ial mode shape, E! = J .,p~dV and the integral is the volume of the 
chamber. Thus the problem comes down to constructing a model fot Q'. No analysis of 
this process has been published, bu.t the following simple example illustJ;ates the idea. 
Consider excitation of longitudinal modes and assume that the vortex travels parallel 
to the axis. The problem may be treated within the one-dimensional approximation, in 
this ease meaning that the influences of the vortex are averaged over planes transverse to 
the axis. Figure 7 is a sketch of the situation. The origin ~ == 0 is at the dump plane which 
is not the loeation of a pressure anti-node. In fa.ct, we must allow the acoustic velocity to 
be non-,;ero at the beginning of the shear layer. 
--
-
• 
-
Figure 7 
The 'Vortices can be approximated as point sources of energy propagating with constant 
speed and launched periodically from the step. Pulses of energy may be assumed to be 
generated a.t each vortex, at some time following its initiation. Moreover, as suggested 
in the introduction I the strength or each 'Vortex and the accompanying energy release can 
be related to the 'Velocity fluctuation at its birth. No purpose is served by developing the 
formal description here; further details are given by CuJick (1988) but the calculation has 
not been carried to completion. The main point is that, as for the case of convective waves 
discussed above, this mecllanism is fairly easily accommodated within the approximate 
analysis. 
4. The Time Lag Model Applied to Combustion 
Instabilities in Ramjet Engines· 
During the past seYen years, Reardon (1981, 1983, 1984, 1985) has used the time 
la.g model to correlate and interpr:et the extensiye data taken by Da.vis (19S1). Using his 
experience with liquid rockets, he has applied the time-Jag method to a.nalyze extensive 
data taken at the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories. He has restricted his 
attention to eases in which the oscillations in the combustion ehamber were evidently bulk 
modes for which the pressure is closely uniform in space but pulsates in time. The work 
has been summari~ed by Reardon (1988). 
The time lag model is unwieldy (at best) to use if combustion is allowed to be dis-
tributed and the time lag is variable. Hence as in many previous applications to liquid 
rockets, Reardon assumes that the energy release is concentrated in a transverse plane) 
tha.t the parameters (n.l') are constant, and that the flow field is one~dimensionaI. Then 
the combustion response is given as a. function of frequency, and to represent concentrate.d 
combustion, the average distribution is replaced by a 6-function. A modest change in the 
argmnent allows one to use this form for the unsteady conversion of liquid to vapor, or for 
unsteady energy release. 
Reardon asSUIIles that the oscillations observed by Davis are bulk modes in the COlll.-
bustor: the pl:'e5SUl"e is essentially uniform in space and pulsates in time. Henee the m.ode 
shape ,per) is approximately constant and one may assume that the total unsteady energy 
release due to combustion processes in the chamber tEe, is given by 
{l4} 
The rate of eha.nge of energy in the chamber is the net result of energy released by com-
bustion and the rates at which energy is convected in and out of the combustor: 
dE • . • Tt ::: Btl + Eifl. - Eout. (15) 
This relation is the basIs for Reardon's treatment of the exp,erimcntal results. 
In applications of the time lag model to instabUities in. liquid rockets, bo~h parameters 
(n, r) have been determined by matching a th~oretical result to experimental results for 
the stability boundary, The ide8: then is tha.t those values of (n, 1") can be used to predict 
the sta.bility characteristics for new (but in some sense similar) designs.· Here) Reardon 
has chosen to .use values of n ca.lCulated by Croceo and Cheng (1956) and to compute 
the time lag independently, ~ing previoU$ results obtained by others. In short, Reardon 
essentially assumes that the combustion model is known (defined by the two pa:rameters 
(n, r) with concentrated combustion) and then uses the relation for the balance of energy 
in the chamber to correlate data. 
* 'l'hia section wae prepared with the help of F. H. Reardon 
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Stability of oscillations ma.)" be determined by application of the Nyquist criterion after 
the unsteady energy balance is Ie-written by using the Lapla.c.e transform. This possibility 
arises bec.ause the problem of self-excited combustion instabilities can be interpreted as a 
linear system with a negative feedback loop. The stability criterion, expressed with the 
growth constant lX, depends on other processes included in the energy balance. The formal 
result may therefore be used to test the importance of those processes by comparison with 
data. 
As described above, Reardon has used a lineari2:ed stability analysis based on the 
unsteady energy equation. The major assumptions concerning the a.coustics are: (I) the 
flow in the a.ir inl(lt system is compressible and is characterized by longitudinal wave motion 
during unsteady operation, and (2) there is no coupling between the oscilla.tiOJl$ and the 
acoustic modes of the combustion chamber. In the calculations made to date, it has been 
assumed tha.t there is sufficient time available for atomization and Vaporization $0 that 
the sensitive time lag is essentially a chemical reaction time. The location of the zone of 
concentrated com.bustion must be determined from experimental steady-state performance 
data. Then the total time lag is calculated by dividing the length from the dump plane to 
the concentrated combustion zone by the mean ·velocity of the air/fuel mixture. 
The ana.lysis gives the following characteristic equation 
(16) 
where s = '\+iw. G .... and G,. are the mass flow admittances ofthe air and fuel feed systems, 
Dc is the gas residence time in the combustor, t¢ is the acoutic travel time between the 
combustion zone and the exhaust nozzle entrance, and 1":r> 1'i, '1'" are the total, insensitive, 
and sensitive time lags. The first term in the denominator represents an approximate 
correction for temporal effects that may be significant in long COIllbusto:rs. The functions 
II" and fA include the effects of both mass flow rate and fuel/air ratio' oscillations on the 
overall energy release rate. Nyquist's method is a.pplied to equation (16). 
Reardon has extended the basic combustion ~ime Ia.g model by including heuristic 
representations of the effects of vortex shedding and entropy (or convective) waves. The 
mechanism that he has incorporated in his model to account for the generation of an 
oscillatory pressure field in the eombustoI is essentially that discussed earlier in Section 3.1, 
applied to the convection of vorticity. A pressure oscillation at the dump plane results 
in an inlet velocity oscillation. a vortex being shed at the instant the velocity reaches 
its peak. The vortex propagates downstream at about 60% of the velocity of the inlet 
flow. As the vortcx,passes through the nozzle, a pressure perturbation is generated that 
propagates upstream at the sonic velocity relative to the mean flow. The phase of the 
a.dded pressure oscillation will depend on the phase of the velocity perturbation at the 
dump and on the transport time to the nozzle and back. The vortex strength is a function 
of the Strouhal number based on the jet velocity and the momentum thickness of the shear 
layer at its point of origin. An empirical coefficient is introduced to represent the ratio of 
the pressure perturbation resulting from the passage of the vortex through the nozzle to 
the initial preuure perturbation causing the vortex shedding, Since the air and fuel flow 
ra.te perturbations are proportional to the combustor pressure perturbation, the effed of 
the pressure field genera.ted by the YOftex shedding can be detetmined by multiplying the 
flow perturbations by a complex correction factor that includes both the magnitude and 
ph~e. 
Experimental data relating vortex rolhip frequencies in simulated ramjet combustors 
to the Sttouhal number (based on the inlet air velocity and inlet diameter) have been taken 
as the basis of .the direct vortex-combustion intera.ction mechanism included in Reardon's 
stabUity model. Vortices produced by the natural insta.bility or the shear layer, without 
interaction with the combustor geometry, form ftowfiled perturbations, the strength of 
which is maximum at a frequency corxesponding to a Strouhal number of about '0.3. These 
perturbations. when they reach the combustion zone, result in perturbations of the burning 
ra.te. The combustion rate perturbation occurs after a time lag that includes both the 
vortex transport time and the time between the arrival of the vortex at the combustion 
tone and the e~a.nced energy release (which has been assumed to be approximately equal 
to the sensitive combustion time lag, t a). Again, an empirical coefficient is used to account 
fot the magnitude of the flowfield perturbation and the combustion rate response to that 
perturbation. 
A mecha.nism. involving convected waves of entropy has also been examined by Rear-
don. A pressure disturbance near the dump plane causes perturbations of the fuel and air 
flows, which are transported with the mean flow to the combustion zone. The alteration of 
the local fuel/air ratio causes some of the reactants to burn at a temperature different than 
the mean combustion temperature, resulting in a quantity of products at a different en-
tropy than. the mean. flow. This "entropy wave" is transported with the How of combustion 
products to the nozzle, where it is reflected as a pressure wave. The combustIon pressure 
oscillation impressed on the air and fuel feed systems is thtls augmented by an oscillation 
delayed in time and b~ving an amplitude new tUnes the original wa.ve. A approximate 
expression for new was deri.ved from the exha.ust ncnzle admittance computed by Crocco 
and Sirignano (1967) for purely logitudingal waves. 
Reardon has compared the predictions of his analytical model with the results of more 
than 200 of the tests reported by Davis (1981). The theoretical predictions were made with 
the basic. combustion-time-Iag model a.nd with each of the additional mechanisms added 
separately to the basic model. In terms of the incidence of low-frequency or bulk modes, 
the basic model, in which the oscillating feed rates of. air and Cuel are the p:rimary driving 
mechanism~ agreed with ~perlment on 68% of the tests. More than 80% of the calcula.ted 
frequencies fell between 85% and 145% of the cotresponding measured values. 
Although the mechanisms based on vortex~shedding and entropy waves were found to 
incl'eas~ the tendency of a liquid-fueled ramjet to oscillate, their inclusion in the analytical 
model did not lead to significantly better agreement with the experimental stability behav-
ior. The most serious disagreements between the :model's predictions and the experimental 
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results occurred for combustors having small LID and for combustors with flameholders 
at the dump plane. 
The use or an empirical correlation, rather than an analytical model of the steady 
sta.te combustion distribution, limits the usefulness of the model in its present form. An-
other restriction of the model is due to the need to guess values of the coefficients used 
in the formulations of the vortex and entropy wave mechanisms. The results of this ap-
proach based on the motion of a time lag are limited - it is difficult to see how they ean 
be. generalized - and are (.ontingent upon several assumptions of the values for crucial 
parameters. Nevertheless, he has succeeded in bringing some order to a large set of data. 
5. Approximate Analyais Based 011 Galerkin's Method 
With the recent developments in high speed computers serious consideration must be 
giyen to extensive numerical analysis of internal flows and combustion instabilities based 
on the complete equatioIt!l of motion. That is a formidable task, particularly when the 
formation and combustion of liquid sprays is treated. It appears that the most extensi'Ve 
current program of that sort is being carried out in France [Garnier ef; a1. (1988)]. All 
such work must rely to some extent on correlations of data, particularly in representations 
of some of the processes in'Volved in sources of enexgy and mass. Similar consideratioIl$ 
are required as part of an approximate analysis, although the form of the results described 
here is quite forgiving because spacial and time averaging tend to smear inac(.uracies. 
The analytical work described here has been concerned primarily with answering the 
question: what causes unsteady motions in combustion chambers to grow and reach the 
limiting amplitudes observed in practice? Thus the fonnulation encompasses both the 
causes or mechanisms of inata.bilities, and the linear and nonlinear processes influencing 
the time evolution of the motions. This analysis offers several impo:rtant advantages. 
First, because it begins by replacing the partial differential conservation equations by 
total differential equations, the eXpense of obtaining specific results is greatly reduced. Sec-
ond, the formulation is generally applicabJe to combustion instabilities in any combustion 
chamber. One purpose of the recent review [Culick (1988)] of instabilities in liquid-fueled 
systems was to suggest how the various phenomena can be acc.ommodated within the 
framework of the approximate analysis used h~e. In particular, one may treat any known 
mechanism; the problem of analyzing a specia.l case comes down to modeling the important 
processes. Thus it becomes possible to assess quantitatively the reJative influences of the 
energy gains and losses associa.ted with the physical processes acco~ted for. 
Third, for theoretical P!Jrposes, the formulation is convenient because any combustion 
instability is represente.,d as a. system of coupled nonlinear oscillators. This form permits 
easy interpretation of the behavior and is accessible to analysis by contemporary methods 
of nonlinear dynamical systems (Paparizos and Culick (1988a, 19'88b»). A coronary is that 
for practic~l purposes, numerical computations can be routinely performed with assurance 
that the truth of the results. can be established, within, of cou:rse, the physical approxima-
tions used to establish the initial system of equations. Insufficient work has been done to 
determine broadly the accuracy of the method. Early work some years a.go, and a. limited 
amount ofrec.ent work [Culick and Yang (1989)] have shown that the iLtcuracy is very good 
inde.ed for both linear and nonlinear behavior, at least when the amplitudes of pressure 
oscillation are less than 10%. 
Finally, the structure of the formulation, in which an arbitrary motion is expressed as a 
synthesis of normal modes, lends itself directly to the genel'al problem of active control. The 
re~nt developments of high-capacity, light-weight and inexpensive high-speed computers 
makes conceivable the active control of combustion instabilities in full-scale propulsion 
systems. A few la.boratory tests at Cambridge University and Ecole Centrale have shown 
some success controlling oscillations in small devices. Application to large systems is far 
off and will no doubt require many sensors a.nd control inputs. Development of practical 
systems will require considerable further research, both theoretical and experimental. 
We furnish here only the briefest description of the analysis. In general, the presence 
of a. liquid pbaSe must be accounted for. The conservation eQ.uatio~·for the gas and liquid 
phases can be combined in the following convenient form [Culick (1988); Culick and Yang 
(1989)]: 
8p - V '11 
- +ug ' P = I'Y at 
8U(I .."f'"1.... v ... P lit + PUg' v ull :;;; - p + ,. 
ap - V'" - v at + "IP • 'Ug = -fig' P + P 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
where fIg is the gas velocity, but p is the mass-averaged density of the two-phase mixture~ 
The formulas for the source terms are given in the references cited and need not be repeated 
here. 
We shall drop the subscript on the velocity, it" -10 it, and all of the following discussion 
will be phrased as if we are dealing with a single gas. That simplifies mattel'S without 
excluding any essentials of the formalism. In our work. we have accounted explicitly fOf 
the liquid phase in only one specific problem reported by Yang and Culick (1984a). 
All dependent variables are now written as sums of mean and fluctuating values and 
terms retained to the desired order. Eventually a nonlinear wave equation for the pressure 
fluctuation ca.n be formed, with its boundary condition: 
V2 I _ 2.. a2p' = h 
P a2 8t2 (20) 
n· Vp'=-/ (21) 
We now use a form of the method of least residuals l essentially Galerkin's method. 
This approach was first applied to combustion instabilities in liquid rockets by Zinn and 
Powell (1968, 1970). Independently, esaentially the same idea was worked out for solid 
propellant rockets by Culick (19711 1915, 1976), the basis for the discussion here. 
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.For most problems of practical interest, the motions may be approximated quite well 
as combinations of a small number of classical acoustic modes, denoted here 'I/Inlr). Thus 
it is reasonable to expand the field in the normal modes with time varying amplitudes: 
p' = fJ L: Tln(t)tPn(r) 
;{ = 2: !2 r1n(t)VWn(r) 
'Y n 
(22) 
(23) 
The classica.l modes satisfy the equations for problems without sources: 
V"YPn + k!¢n. ;: 0 
n. • V1/J"" ::; 0 
(24) 
(25) 
fu some situations, it may be useful to use an inhomogeneous boundary condition for tPn' 
It is a practical necessity to ensure that the t/J", are orthogonal, 
(26) 
Substitution and some manipulations with equations (20) and (21) Jead to the equation 
for 21".: 
d2YJn 2 F. ( ) dt2 + WnTln::; n 27 
where 
F,. = - ji~; {f hvndV + fjit/Jnd~} (28) 
These two equations are the basis for the approximate nonlinear analysis. 
A major part of the effort in analyzing specific problems divides into two parts: con-
struction of appropriate contributions to the functions h and Ii and solution to the linear 
problems associated with the physical situation being studied. Then nonlinear problems 
can be treated. The coupled set of nonlinear equations (21) can be solved numerically after 
Frt. has been given explicit form. However ~ there is considerable advantage in recognidng 
that the observed behavior of interest here generally consist of oscillations having slowly 
varying amplitudes and phases. Thus it is sensible to write the amplitudes Tln(t) in the 
form 
l1n(t) ~ 'i'n(t) sin{wnt + rPn(t} = A",(t) sinwnt + Bn(t) coswnt (29) 
Application of the method of averaging leads eventually to the set 4?f coupled first order 
equations for An(t) and Bn(t): 
(30)(£,6 
whel'e I,., gn. are nonlinear functions of the Aft,1 Bft,. The constants an, I". are the growth 
ra.te and Crequency shift due to linear processes. If' In and gn. are neglected, equations 
. (30)0,6 readily solved to give 
An. =: AnoeGl .. t cos 8n t 
Bn. = -Bnoeo .. t. sin IJnt 
The assumed form (28) for the amplitude js then 
(31)a, b 
(32) 
Thus the matter of solving linear problelnS comes down to computing an and en: if an 
is positive the nth mode is unstable. Generally the frequency shift In. is not of interest in 
practice. Calculation of an and Sn. require$. carrying out the. integrals defining Fm equation 
(28). It all quantities are assumed to vary harmonically in time, 1)n. = ~:r:eiilke I etc., where 
It: = {w - iCt.)/a, one finds (Culick (1988)) the formulas 
8
0
;: _ ~F(r) 
2w" n 
a = - 2-F.(i) 
n. 2wn "' 
(33)a,b 
Two pieces ~f information are needed before Fn can be computed: the contributing pro-
cesses represented in h and I must be modeled; and the unperturbed mode shapes 1/Jn 
must be found. The most important processes are those associated with the mechanisms 
of instabilities. Two have been discusse.d in Section 2. More extended discussions may be 
found in the references. 
In a recent series of worb, Yang, Paparizos, Culick, Humphrey and Kim (1983-
1988) have studied the application of an approximate analysis based on Galerkin's method 
and time-averaging to explain combustion insta.bilities. The analysis provides a general 
framework for interpreting and predicting the beha.vior of unsteady motions generally in 
combustion chambers. It aceomrnodates longitudinal and transverse modes and, because 
of its broad nature, any mechanism can be studied. The results are quantitative, giving 
formulas for linear stability as well as limited results for the existence and stability of 
periodic limit cycleS. Moreover> explicit representations of Raylcights criterion have been 
derived reulick (1987, 1988)]. 
The mode shapes m~$t be computed as the solutions to the eigenvalue problem posed 
as equations (24) and (25). In some situa.tions a different boundary condition may be 
requited to produce acceptabJe results. For example, in a ramjet combustor, the influence 
of motions in the inlet diffuser ate substantial. Comparison with experimental results has 
confirmed the correctness of the a.pproach followed here. 
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The most extensive measurements of mode shapes in dump comb~ston; were made 
at the Na.val Weapons Center by Schadow and co-workets. A SllQ)1lli\TY of the results, 
with refel"eI1ces to the previous work, was published by Crump et a1. (19S6). Figure 
8 shows the geometry of the suh-scale laboratory device; some results of measurements 
and analysis are reproduced in Figure O. A case in which a hulk mode is excited in the 
combustion c.hamber (175 Hz) is shown in Figure 9{a)j the fundamental wave mode was 
excited in the chamber excited for the case shown in Figure 9(b) (540 Hz). The cilo)c.ulated 
results were based on a one-dimensional analysis [Yang (198·~t)J in which combustion was 
ignored· CUld. the mean flow was accounted for only in the lnIet. The good agreement 
is fUfther evidence of the 'point emphasized in Seetions 1 and 2, that the mode shapes 
and frequencies for combustion instabilities are often well-approxiIriated by results based 
on classical acoustics. Here we also find that the one-dimensional approximation works 
well. For those ca.tculations, the inlet shock was represented with the a.dmittance function 
computed by Culic:k and Rogers (1983). It is apparently a good approxiIna.tion that for 
these cases. the shock systetn is highly absorbing: the reflected wave has much smaller 
amplitude than the upstream-traveling incident wave. That fact, and the presence of the 
high speed avera.ge flow I explaina 'Why the relative phase varies linearly in the inlet. 
Clark and Humphrey (1986) have also reported fairly good results obtained with a. one-
dimensional analysis applled to a Bide-dump configuration. The engine was supplied from 
a large plenum through inlets that were not always ehoked. Although the frequencies of 
oscillation, phase distributions throughout the devic.e, ilond amplitude distributions within 
the combustor were predicted well, the amplitude distributions within the inlets diffuser 
considerabJy from the measured X'e5ulb', The reasons for the differences are not known. 
Yang and Culic:k (1985) later carried out a numerical analysis including vaporization of 
the liquid fuel and were able to predict quite well both the distribution and level of the 
pressure field. 
6. Concluding Remarks 
The general approach described here fol' approximate analysis of combustion instabil-
ities has proven very effective. Grounded firmly in classical acoustics, the method allows 
one to accommodate any processes oecuuing in combustion chambers. Limitations are set 
chiefly by one's ability to construct faithful models of the processes. The accuracy of the 
formal results has been dem.onstrated for som.e simple cases by comparison with "exact" 
nUIIlerical solutions to the conservation equations, In that respect more work is required. 
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